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W H A T  W E  D O

Problem Identification Feasibility Analysis

Strategy Layout Execution
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F O U R
E L E M E N T S

Creativity Authenticity

Connectedness Personality
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B U S I N E S S
P H I L O S O P H Y

Intelligence has always aimed to identify issues that

bug the service industry and implement

solutions that make life simpler, for our guests and

our staff.

Reflecting the motto of KISS (Keep It Simple and

Straight) in our way of working, NJ Intelligence has a

straightforward journey to resolve your issue

ONE

TWO

THREE

Ø Keep Simplifying

Ø Balance between over-usage 

Ø and under-usage of technology

Ø Scalability
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Why ? What? How? Who?
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O U R
S E R V I C E S

Design Thinking

Learn the experiences from the best

minds of the industry and watch your

business grow

Collaborative Models

We have developed various models of

collaborative marketing that already

been proven with several businesses and

are dedicated to creating more success

stories

Internationalization

By leveraging the adoption of advanced

technologies-based solutions among

enterprises, NJ Intelligence aims to foster

the innovation ecosystem at a global

level.
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T H E
T H R E E  P I L L A R S
Building collective capabilities in the cutting-edge digital

areas. Accelerating from product development to go-to

market launching, collaborative POCS, leveraging the

technological and networking capabilities. Ultimately, we

aim to identify issues that bug the service industry and

implement solutions that make life simpler, for our

guests and our staff.

PEOPLE

Unique combination of team having technology, domain,

strategy and design perspectives

DOMAINS

More than two decades of experience INTELLIGENCE has been

spearheading the acceleration of a product from development

to go-to-market launching in the shortest time possible.

CREATIVITY

With the correct design thinking process, we align the

innovations as per the business roadmap & prioritize the ones

that can have an meaningful impact.
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K E E P
S I M P L I F Y I N G



OUR VOICE
Every business is a human business, we follow a systematic co-design

approach built on foundation of deep user research’, accelerating from

product development to go-to-market launching with our technological and

networking capabilities.

Initially was the world of invention vs. today is the world of Innovation.

Sharing the best, without reinventing the wheel

- low risk

- low investment

- fast execution

Intelligence supported by deep technologies is the backbone for business

growth.
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O U R
M I S S I O N
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O U R
V I S I O N



O U R
T A R G E T
A U D I E N C E

Our main audience are SME (small medium enterprises) who is willing to find solutions

for their business with the help of smart technologies and doesn’t require much

technical skill to run or maintain the solutions.

With this clear fact that the optimization of business processes using modernization and

automation with smart technologies, is no more a copyright of only high investing.

organizations but totally affordable and possible for SMEs provided they have the

desire, mindset and ready to take calculated amount of risk and believe on technology.
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O U R
M O T T O
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B R I N G I N G  I N T E L L I G E N C E  

T O  B U S I N E S S E S
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C O L L A B O R A T E

WHAT’S SO GOOD ABOUT INNOVATIONS

Enterprises around the world are looking forward to working with startups to solve

real business problems. The current competitive edge, less overhead costs, and a

stronger innovation focus of startups are the major factors for adopting their

solutions in real-time businesses of every size. They are consistently outperforming

existing solution providers as their innovative solutions are giving the corporate

organizations a competitive edge.

To protect their strategic position, corporations need to become aware of market

shifts caused by new technology and innovation in their core or adjacent business

fields. For businesses, internal innovation is often hampered by protecting the core

cash flow, whereas a startup has more freedom to develop truly disruptive solutions.

Hence, by collaborating or investing in such fields, corporates can witness

incremental growth in revenues and margins.
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THE CHALLENGE

Every innovative product needs a proper marketing plan, starting from the

design to the launch at a global level. With technology changing very fast,

time & speed have become as important as the quality of product and its

business impact. If not exposed correctly and on time in the current

competitive world, the product can become outdated quickly even if it is

innovative, robust and solves a big problem for businesses. Plus, most

startups have limited bandwidth in terms of marketing budgets for national

and international exposure.

NJ Intelligence understands the need of speeding up your digital

transformation journey while doing justice to our innovative product.

C O L L A B O R A T E
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WHAT WE OFFER
In the current market, where quick implementations of innovation have become the need, we build collective capabilities

between enterprises and entrepreneurs. Our ready-made platforms help speed the product launch journey by executing

the innovations in a faster and low-risk manner and meet like-minded people trying to solve similar problems.

EXPLORATION
How to find the correct innovators for your business?

COLLABRATIVE MODELS
How can Industries work with startups in real business problems?

MEASUREMENT

How to measure success and accordingly prioritize the areas of innovation?

SUCCESS STORY
How have businesses practically adopted innovation to reduce non-essential costs and overheads?

C O L L A B O R A T E



MEET OUR PEOPLE



NEELENDRA JAIN
Founder & Chief Executive Officer

NEETU JAIN
Chief Financial Officer

JOEL SALDANHA
Group Vice President
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O U R  T E A M
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ANKIT JAIN

Chief Technology Officer

NIHARIKA JAIN
Executive Management Trainee

O U R  T E A M
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V I S U A L  I D E N T I T Y

BRAND COLOR SYSTEM
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THE LOGO

V I S U A L  I D E N T I T Y
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O U R  F O C U S  A R E A S  
FOOD TECHNOLOGY TRENDS

PAYMENY RELATED INNOVATIONS
Currently, different innovative payment methods are being leveraged to increase efficiency and to

introduce contactless ordering in foodservices outlets. As restaurant owners look to streamline the

checkout process further, we will see changes in the types of payment-related solutions adopted.

Some examples include pay-at-table solutions, voice ordering over smart speakers and voice

assistants through phones and QR code checkout.

ADOPTION OF ROBOTIC TECHNOLOGY 

Driven by staffing shortages and an increasing interest in contactless dining experience,

restaurants are turning to robots as a solution. Some examples include having Artificial

Intelligence powered robots replacing baristas, chefs and servers. This trend is expected to

continue as labour shortage and long and repetitive nature of work remain motivations for

restaurants to automate operational processes.
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O U R  F O C U S  A R E A S  

AUTOMATED INVENTORY MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE

Powered by technologies such as Artificial Intelligence, it enables the tracking of food and beverage

stocks, anticipating quantities and helps to streamline the supply reordering process. Additionally,

with the growing concern in sustainability, the implementation of such software helps restaurants

to reduce food wastage.

ONLINE ORDERING SYSTEM AND DELIVERY APPLICATIONS

With the increasing demand for convenience and contactless transactions, this fuels the growing

online food orders and contactless home-deliveries. Today, the food delivery market is now worth

more than $150 billion globally, which has more than tripled since 2017. Apart from third-party food

delivery applications, it is observed that restaurants are following the lead of larger fast-food chains

in developing their own integrated online platform and applications. This allows the restaurants to

stay closely connected with their customers digitally
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Potential collaboration 

between food services 

and tech ecosystem 

partners to drive food 

resilience and 

sustainability goals. 

Example: using tech 

innovation to keep food 

supplies fresh.

ITM 2025 aims to 

encourage expansion 

through formats such as

cloud kitchens and help 

companies with food retail 

products increase exports 

through regional e-

commerce platforms.

Examples of digital 

solutions include 

leveraging data to 

improve operations and 

building smart kitchens 

that utilise predictive 

analytics to optimise 

resources and track waste 

management.

Talent development 

programmes aim to groom 

local talents in areas such 

as digital marketing, food 

tech and data analytics to 

support digitalisation 

movements in F&B.
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4  K E Y  S T R A T E G I E S



OUR 

INNOVATIONS
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A virtual salesman which will enable the uniform experience of Zitimama’s to the customers

across the globe irrespective of human interference, on the tips of customers.

Digital Avatar

Integrated platform of mobile applications and web interfaces to fulfill the end-to-end cycle of

customer ordering till the roaming kitchen delivers at their doorstep.

Roaming Kitchen

A single inhouse platform covering all digital needs of a modern Quick Service Restaurant (QSR)

service including online ordering, delivery, takeaway, loyalty membership progamme, payment

gateway, menu engineering, franchise management, promotion management, communication

and networking.

Integrated Platform
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R O A D C H E F
Roadchef by NJ Intelligence is an upcoming

innovative digitally-enabled food delivery

platform that aims to revolutionize the food

delivery scene by incorporating the idea that

location should not limit the businesses of food

establishments.

Will revolve around having food being prepared in

a central kitchen before assembling and packing

into a roaming digital food truck whenever an

order is received.

Final preparations and assembly of food will be

done during the journey of food delivery in the

roaming food truck.

Promotes the idea of serving piping hot food, at a

better value-for-money price point to consumers.
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U P C O M I N G  S O L U T I O N S  F O R  F & B
NJ Intelligence is constantly developing new technological solutions for the foodservice industry. Some of the

upcoming innovations include a food delivery platform, a table reservation platform and a menu management

solution. They are expected to be launched by the end of 2022.

FOOD DELIVERY TABLE RESERVATION MENU MANAGEMENT

NJ Intelligence plans to develop a hi-

tech platform which encompass new

innovative delivery/takeaway models,

having food from multiple restaurants

delivered in a single order at zero

delivery cost.

Using modern technologies like Artificial

Intelligence and Machine Learning,

exceptional levels of efficiencies can be

reached which ultimately streamlines

the delivery experience.

Some key features include evaluating

the most efficient way of distributing

orders and predicting the duration it

would take to prepare a meal.

A smart and thin application which

integrates features such as seating

capacity validation and auto-generation

of new bookings of external platforms, all

powered by modern technologies.

A low-cost platform with all the required

features of online reservation of seats in

restaurants that is easily scalable to

multiple restaurants

NJ Menu Management is designed as an

easy management low-cost solution for

managers or waiters. Powered by a

robust Application Programming

Interface (API), managers can upload

menu items in bulk and the system will

help map the items and create a final

menu.

It also helps to maintain the old versions

of the restaurant’s menu since menu

update is a very frequent process in

running a restaurant.

Another key feature includes providing

menu price recommendations, powered

by intelligence.



Have a unique perspective to change the world? 

Let us know here.

Neelendra Jain

+65 8125 9701
neelendra@njgroup.sg

Founder and Chief Executive Officer


